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Abstract- This research paper introduces the idea of dimension. This is the second part of the series of “The Dimension”. In it we see where the 8 dimension came from and we also learn about their graph and planes. In this we will know exactly what this like GOD and SPIRIT are present in the universe. In this we will know how to create the first universe.

Index Terms- Generator, Organizer, Destroyer, God, Spirit, Neutron Star, Black Hole, Pressurized

I. INTRODUCTION

We know, because we have already had our universe composed of total 64 dimensions and these 64 dimensions are made up by 8 dimensions, and that is: Energy, Speed, Time, Field, Temperature, Mass Density, and Graviton. Now we will get into this paper that where did the 8 Dimension come from.

Now we will tell about 64 dimensions in this paper, from where it came to 64 dimensions. We create dimensional graphics and then see why only 64 dimensions are present. We talk about gods and goddesses about souls. Will talk about how we can travel in time, how to travel in dimensions and how interstellar travelling possible can. Here we can talk about the eight pillars of the universe or the 8 dimensions of the universe. We will talk about who is the most powerful power of the universe, whose reason is this whole universe running, who is behind the origin of this universe.

The paper shall be under a 4 heading. Heading II will be about the dimensions of the graph and how 64 dimensions come in the way of their origin. In the heading III we will read the soul and God things that this Cosmos exists or if not, how it works. IV heading tells us about a new formula that helps you finding the new star's radius that is made after the death of the old star.
II. GRAPH OF DIMENSIONS

![Graph of Dimensions](image)

I. This is the 8-dimensional graph. The planes of this graph are given below.
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In these 64 dimensions we can travel.
Now that we have read about the dimensions then we should know about dimensions where and how it works.

III. NOW OUR JOURNEY IS FROM GOD TO SPIRITE

We know about 8 pillars or dimensions of the universe:-
All things are moving around 8 pillars or dimension, where they are Matters, God or Soul. If we have to travel in dimensions then what type of object do we want? If an object travels in the dimensions then what should be specialty in it, let's talk about it:
- first of all, that object should have high pure energy, after that the speed of the object must be equal or near to the speed of light. Due to high energy and high speed, time in that object will be stop in a way. Now we have to make the field weak like a thin Membrane.

This object should have as much power to withstand the high temperature; otherwise this object will end at a time. It should be a massless object just like photons; there should not be even a single mass in it not as much as the mass of electron. If the same happens in the same mass than it will not be able to travel in dimensions. Must have 0 mass in it. If we talk about density then there should not be density here, if there is some density, than it will not able to travel in these dimensions, we need a 0 density object. At the end, now we need a technique that can control gravity to create both gravity and anti-gravity. We need a high gravity. Gravity will help us to travel from one dimension to another dimension and anti-gravity help us to bring us to the other dimensions. Here gravity's main role is that without gravity we did not travel from one dimension to another.
dimension. If we use those all factors correctly, then we must create an object traveling in dimensions and then this object can be used in the interstellar travelling.

In the journey of God and Spirit, we have traveled to dimensions but if we still cannot find some evidence of God and Spirit. Let's talk about an old question which has been the issue of debate among the religious leaders among scientists that "Is Life After Death"?

Firstly, we have to understand the meaning of God, what is God? Because of which we exist, that is God. According to me the full form of God is:-

G:- Generator
O:- Organizer
D:- Destroyer

i. Generator:-
The word Generator means the one who created this universe. If we look into the language of science, then our universe has been created by infinity energy.

We all are made up by this energy Sun, Moon, Earth all are made up by same energy. While we have already read that the cosmos can be found anywhere, it may also exist in the atom or in somebody's mind if we believe that our universe exists in an atom or someone's mind then atom or brain will also be present in some other universe and the universe is created with some other energy.

Now the question arises that first of the entire universe will be formed from where the energy came from so it means straightforward that the energy has been created, I know that this is against the laws of physic. Physics says "Energy neither be created or nor be destroy" but we not say that the laws of physics are right everywhere, we have seen physics that somewhere these rules go wrong. So who first came into existence in the universe? So the answer is, it is dimension. Dimension has created energy and everything else.

ii. Organizer:-
The word "organizer" means behind any work. The one who driving this cosmos is Gravity. Gravity is not made from energy; it was born with the birth of Cosmos. We know that there was nothing at the time of the formation of Cosmos, but the question is, how the gravity came in action, when particle has mass and that particle bended the space fiber and only then
gravity came in the action. That is, when Gravity was formed from the time of the formation of the cosmos, there was no mass containing object at that time. Gravity is working to run the object that exists in the universe today but it has limitations as soon as it does not work on massless object and the energyless object does not attract.

iii. Destroyer:-

The destroyer means destroy everything, the power that holds the strength to eliminate this cosmos is the destroyer. What is the destroyer? What is in our midst, whatever is in front of our eyes is the destroyer.

An anti-matter destroyer is working for matter on behalf of our frame of reference, if we look at the frame of reference from the anti-matter, the anti-matter itself will become a matter and matter will be anti-matter, and matter here will work for him a destroyer. Anti-Gravity destroyer is working for gravity and Negative Energy for Energy. This is the most powerful force of whole universe, from which we are it is from us. This is the whole cosmos and it is from cosmos only. It is the same in energy is the gravity and the element that is the whole universe.

Now we know that we have made up from three things together and that they have Energy, Gravity, and Particles. Particles have three things that is:- Speed, Mass, and Time. Whole detail show in fig below. And finally, the field that exists in the whole universe. For this reason I only count these 8 in dimension without anybody else because these 8 have created the whole universe.

Another thing is that particle has also existed in energy and gravity but we are counting it in the whole energy and whole
gravity. Let's think now what will happen when we die. Whatever is present in the particle and atom they will go in with the Earth elements and then gravity will also go from its action, then only energy is settled. Energy is that it is present in our body in seven Chakras and after death the energy goes out in the form of wave and chakras is also liberated. Energy is as powerful as the created a small universe, because it is the most pure source of energy, this energy what we call, soul. This energy is the energy of whole life span created by our brain. It can be said that these are our memories which have gone out of our bodies in the form of wave after death and have settled in someone else body. Now we can say that after the death the beginning of a new life is definitely. Our ancestors had understood that there is life even after death.

II. When Star change into Neutron Star

Let's assume a star; this star is as common star. Let's give it a name, its name is X star. X star pressure is increasing now on the border. When this star pressurized becomes too high, its size does not decrease continuously.

If we now have a new star, then we can see what we can see from the old star.

- Number of atom will equal.
- Size will decrease after pressurized.
- Temperature will increase after pressurized.
- Density will also increase.
- Gravity will also increase.
- But the mass of both stars is equal.

The formula for finding size of new star from temperature:

\[ R = \frac{tr}{4100T} \]

R = Radius of new star
T = Temperature of new star
t = Temperature of old star
r = Radius of old star

It is only for Neutron Star and Black Hole.

IV. Conclusion

Now we have arrived at the conclusion of the paper let's read once again that what we read. We first read about 8 dimensional graphs, how 8 dimensional graphs are formed, how it looks. Then we saw the planes of the full 64 dimensions.

Let us go ahead now, we looked forward to whether thing like God and Spirit exist or not in the universe. We now talked about creating an object worthy of traveling in further dimensions, how we could create an object worthy of traveling in dimensions, to make interstellar travelling possible. If we use factors properly, we can make time travel and travel in dimensions as well as complicated things like interstellar travelling. Then we define God, what God is really in the eyes of science. We divided God into three things, the first is to create this whole universe that means energy, the other is that this whole universe is running i.e. Gravity, and at the end, which is the most power to eliminate this entire universe and that is what we are seeing, whatever is inside us, i.e. the matters, particles, elements.

At the end we learned a formula that finds the new star's radius.
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